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PROBLEMS OF OFFICIAL REGULATION RELATED
TO MINE WATER CONTROL IN HUNGARY

Kreffly, G. and Dar6czy, M.
National Supervisory Board of Mining
Budapest, Marko u. 16. 1363, Hungary

Sm.lMARY

Due to hydrogeological conditions, one of the most difficult problems of mining in Hungary is the water hazard.
Its prevention and control poses tasks not only for mining
companies but also for official regulation. The control
system as designed in the planning period is developed
during the construction and operation of the mine. This
practice· has been followed in the majority of water control systems of existing mines and the related experiences
reflect the degree of knowing natural conditions and of
the protection of man andFoduction equipment. Applicability of control methods is governed by two factors:
economics and environment. ll'he mining supervisory board
has a complex task in the prevention and control of mining
hazards, including the regulation of health protection,
labour protection, engineering safety, environmental protection, general social and legal requirements. During the
last 20 years the board has endeavoured to fulfillthe above
tasks in a full degree.
HYDROGEOLOOICAL CONDITIONS OF HUNGARIAN lUNING

It is well known among Hungarian mining experts that one
of the greatest problems in Hungarian mining is the water
hazard due to adverse hydrogeological conditions. These
conditions can be indicated by various numbers such as the
flow of JQDped mine water, the specific flow of JQDped minewater as related toJroduction, inrush flow into workings,
number of floodings. These numbers reflect both r1atural
conditione and the efficiency of control actions. 80 ~ of
coal production, 95 ~of bauxite production· and almost the
total ore production - except uranium mining - coincide
with water hazard. This situation will not change in the
future, moreover it is expected that even more adverse natural conditions will be faced as a result of increasine
raw-material shortages. Consequently, water related cost
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me.y be

a£

high as 5-30 ;;; o:!' totaJ co:ct.

Table 1. show~ observed past anu ex~ected 1965 year amount
of pumped minewater originating from karstic 1 porous media
and fissured aquifere. Table 1. indicates that the ereatest amount is being pumped from karstic and porous-edia
aquifers, while water hazard from fissured rocks, abandoned mines and surface waters is of less importance.
Between 1960 and ~975 the floW of pumped mine water increased from 275 ~/min to 770 ~/min and is expected to be
825.J;;/min by 1985. According to its oriein, withdrawal
from karst increased about four times, from porous aquifers
about twofold and from fissured rocks about 15 times.
This considerable increase can be explained by the combined effects of the folJ owing factors:
- large-scale application o·f more efficient control methods;
- mining in greater depths;
-mining under more adverse hydrogeological conditions.
In 1960, the overwhelming part of pumped minewater stemmed
from roadways and faces, but after ten years, 46 % of the
total water was drained in drillines, water shafts and
tu:nmels separated from workings. This ratio is expected to
·increase to 81 ~ by 1985 as a result of the planned water
control measures. This increase of sperated water ratiq
can
mostly be expected in karetic and porous-media
aquifers,
In ore mines under water hazard from fissured 8juifers, no
considerable change can' be reckoned with since neither
safety nor economic considerations do not call for more
effective control methods.
During the last 20 years, the application of more effective
control methode has resulted in a major decrease -in-mine
water hazard. 'l'he observed reduction of the ratio of "wet"
mines demonstrates that the water hazard can be decreased
even in case of more adverse natural conditions by preventive control methods,

EYPICIENCY OF MINE WATER CONTROL
Control of mines against water hazard commences with the
exploration of hydrogeological conditions. This activity
includes the estimation of the degree of water hazard,
and the. preliminary analysis of the following control
on.tions:
a./ preventive control by
- water table lowering
~ grouting and other methods
b./ subseouent /passive/ control or
c./ combined /passive-prE'ventivE'/ control.
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Tt.e control system a~ desiened in the !'lannine peri.od iF
developed during the construction and operation of the
mine. This parctice has been followed in the majority of
water control systems of existing mines and the related
experiences reflect the degree of knowing natural conditions and of the protection of man and production equipnent.
The application of more effective methods of mine water
control in Hur~ary started at the end of the fifties or
the beginning of the sixties, the neriod when mechanized
mining was spreading in larger scale. Earlier, pas8ivepreventive methods such as the utilization of the protective layer and proper mining sequence had been mostly
applied, Water table lowering and grouting had been hardly
used and only locally.
Water became even a greater problem when the full mecha·nization of mining started since water hindered the operation of machines, decreased the efficiency of equipment
and thus led to higher production costs,
To overcome these problems, first in underground bauxite
mining then in open-cast coal mining large-ecale dewatering
activity was initiated. As a result of dewatering, working
conditions improved, efficiency increased and production
became safer and more economic.
The considerable achievement in.the control of water from
karstic and porous aquifere has been related to the increasing technological possibilities and new scientific
results,
As contrast to the earlier situation when aquifer hydrodynamic conditions were not properly understood, i~ the
last 10 years those relationships in porous and karstic
aquifers have been clarified which are necessary for the
design, construction and operation of advanced preventive
mine water control,
Recent research results have offered more info:nnation than
ever before on the protective layers explored by mining
activity. Investigations have shown that it is not sufficient to characterize protection by the specific thickness of the protection layer. This number reflects only
the packing effect in case of constant pierometric head.
On the other hand, the sealing effect depends on the
effective protection-layer thickness, while the resistance
against erosion depends on material properties. It has
also been revealed that the protection effect of these
layers cannot be· regarded as perfect. Present safety regulations refer to specific protection as the number governing mine inflow and conditions of water hazard. This
principle and the resulting calculation method rloes not
seem correct since it leads to either ovcrdesien or underdesign,
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Ir t[,p Doror: coalfield 5•' nartial or totaJ ~in<' fl ootiinr
eventt; l•ave occurre<l durinc; the last 100 years. Observation
data show that the underdesirn of purnpine statione- anri inproper sediment control hF!.ve caused pa.rti al or total mine
floodinr,s, This was known in tile past too, but the magnitude of desien inn ow wae:. unknown,
Safety regulation in the sixties prescribed a minimum capacity of 20m/min for pumping stations. The modified regulation in 1975 refers to a capacity of 80-120 ~/min for
the main pumpinr, station of an average Dorog mine. This
would T)rotect the mine acainst inrushes of 60-00 r;/min,
The repeated supervision of hydrogeological conditions has
shown that mine water i~ sufficiently controlled in Doro&
mines only if pumping station capacity reaches 160-180 n/min.
No floodinc; would have occurred-with such capacities.
~le lack of proper knowledge of hydrogeological conditions
caused a number of problems in the Transdanubian mining
under karstic water hazard.

For sandy aquifers-generally sufficient experiences and
methods are available but the protection against quicksand inflows has not been satisfactorily solved.
The 1913 year Putnok quick-sand infJ ow event warns that
this aspect should be further invef'.tieated in the future.
Also, safety regulations should draw a greater attention
to this topic.
Operational experiences of·passive-preventive control demonstrate that the main pumpinr, station should be located
at the deepest point of the mine, where water can be conveyed gravitationally from any part of the mine. Presettlers should be constructed in water cuts and fine settlers
with continuous sediment removal should be placed before
the pumping station. In order to increase pumping safety,
submergible pumps should be used instead of traditional
centrifugal pumps.
Protection of faces will be developed if the conveyance
system is already protected. Borings are effected in deeper coal seams under mining openings to be protected, or
from face water cuts driven in the protective layer in order to perform preventive grouting or preceding drainage at
lower level than the facing level.
If, in spite of preventive groutine, a water inrush occurs
or the drained water flow in the inst~~tan borings is higher than the permitted one, subsequent erouting, sealine or
draining may be used.
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The application of preventive ('"routine: ir: pof".sible r..oFtl:;
in karstic rockE of high conductivity. Instantan protection
may be useful in rocks of lower conductivity where grouti!l£
i::. not straightforward.
A considerable technological achievement can be the Kipkotype clay-slurry grouting procedure applicable in karstic
limestone and dolomite of smaller fractures as well.
During the last 15 years, most of the operational experiences have been gathered in karstic water table lowering.
Now, Huncarian mining has all the necessary information
and experiences for the planning of karstic water lowering
operated with mining schedule in a coordinated way. This
is examplified by the operation of the Nyirad, Rakhegy and
Tatabanya systems.
There is passive control in Hungarian mines under fissure
water hazard. Planning of passive control means the sizing
of the conveyance system; a basic data thereof is the prediction of mine water flow.
The protection against water from abandoned mine openings
requires the map of the mine since one can avoid or perform in a controlled way to tap this water. No such geophysical instruments are available at present by which
these filled abandoned openings can be traced from the
necessary distance. As a result, strict measures are necessary how to approach abandoned openings of unknown location.
The protection from surface waters requires information
on flood levels and discharges which can be estimated from
direct measurements. As a consequence, this type of hazard
has caused problems during the last 17 years only in two
cases: 1./ 1963, Ecsed open-pit mining, due to underdesien
of the drainage system, 2./ 1974, Thore~ open-pit mining
due to management defects.
The applicability of control methods is constrained by
two faders: economics and environment.
In ore mining under fissure water hazard passive control
will be predominant in the future, too. Here, subsequent
protection is the most economic, satisfying the necessary
safety and causing minimal environmental disruption.
In mining of coal, bauxite and minerals under porousmedia water hazard, environmental protection does not
mean any constraint. Thus, the control method can be selected according to economics and safety.
No life-hazard is caused by gravitationally drainable
sands, except those inclined to quick-sand flows. As a
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result, bott; suoseouent an: prececiinc control can be contemplate<>.
Naturally, passive protection worsens VIOrking conditions,
it is harmful for health, ·.iecreases the amount and increases the cost of production.
Control of miningunder kar~tic water hazard, mostly in the
Transdanubian •;ountains, requires the consideration of both
economic and envirorunental aspects,
Tlyirad mines of the Bakony r.:inine; Company apply larcescale water table :owerinc by withdrawing 300 w/min or
150-200 water/ton bauxite, M a result, "ury" mining is
possible, There is an economic limit of the continuously
increasing mininc depth,
On the other hand, there is aleo an environmental limit
connected to the ea!e yield of the neighbouring Heviz thermal bath. If any of the~e limits are eurpaased, other control methode must be sought, or in lack of these, mininc
ehould be stopped,
Luch a uewatPrinc activity in the Doror ~oal field woul~
be l'!conomic only if annual colil yroduction were 10-12•10
ton~ at leu~t, let alonethe environmental constraint relo.ted to the safe yield of Budapest thermal baths.
In the Transdanubian l·iountains, the amount of karstic water withdrawn reached and periodically even surpassed the
amount of natural recharee. As a conseuqence, not only local but regional karstic water level sinking has occurred,
endangering the safe operation of famous thermal baths in
the region.
The same high social interest is attached to avoiding
these disturbances as to preserve the safety of mining;
consequently control methods with less withdrawal should
come into prominence,
Short-range planning does not permit a comprehensive preventive control, All essential measures should be coordinated with mining production and environmental protection,
TASK AND AUTHORITY OF TH.C: t!INING SURVEILLANCE
BOARD IN THE PREVENTION OF WATER HAZARD

The Mining Law /MI./ denotes the task authority and place
of the mining surveillance board /MSB/ in the hierarchy
of national administration. The main organization framework and operational con~tions are also reeulated,
Task of LlSB is formulated in lriL as follows: "MSB observes
life, security and health of miners, safe operation anci
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the reculatiow' referrinr to mineral. re,-o~r~es, mine property and land preservation. !1i:;;B may take measures for the
protection of other sociaJ interests related to mininr".
MI, assures the authority anJ conditions for MSB in order

to fulfil~the above tasks. Arnone the conditions of hieh
importance are its authority in decision-making of mininc
development /modernization, ex~sio~, and its authority
and duty related to the issue of safety regulations.
However, this duty doeF not mean that the develoJl'Tient and
continuous improver:~ent of safety reeulations would be the
task of the ~:SB exclusively. It is well kno1vn that any
safety regulation is satisfactory only if it does not ref~
lect solely the ideas of few experts, but evaluates the
messar;es of pract1cal cases and utiliZeEJ experiences of
mining practice, e,g, on water control,
On the other hand, the necessity of involvine practical
mininc experts in the development of reeulations is expressed in one of the principles of li.L: minine com!JIUly
must protect miners from minine hazards such as water hazard,

Heviewinc; minine tlesien
It is an important duty of l•:SB, f'nforced by r.:L to Funervise whether the necessary LJeasures ~-:;ainst natural hazartls are properly desir;ned and accor:1plished during the
construction. As an example, the MSB statement on the water control of the liLcinyi mine wac issued in 1979 when the
investment proposal was prepared.
In the plannine period great care is taken in every case
· to supervise the fulfilment of the followine lolL principle:
such a technical level is to be strived at in the desien
of a new mine or the develojnlent of an existine one which
is hieher tha11 the averar:e level in mining.
Official regulation of main issues of water control
It has already been referred to that minine work pertains
to the authority of MSB accordine to section 59 of r.:L,
I and II issues /1963 and 1969/ of

·~Hater

hazard" in ABK:z

As kno"m• the issue III of water control reg-ulation from
1975 was precede by the issues I and II from 1963 end 1969.
Earlier, more important water related regulations were.formulated in t}1e "General Mining Safety and Health Protection
Regulation /ABBF.Sz/". This regulation contains tasks in
18 cases for the head of the mining company. Hegional l•lininp: Supervision has tasks in 17 cases related to apprcval,
reviev1 and exer.1ption, but even the r.:tnistry rcs:nonsibl e for
r.1ininr; haF taek~ .
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:'i.e 1?63- issue flat

cetnileL :-egu.l8.tiorL

ic..~iJ_j_t,c:_·:.tl .. <~

the

authority supervision of accon!)lishr.:ent. At tf~e :..;o..r··e tir.~e,
t!lf~ too much cietail poses unjustified ta£"ks ror chict en--

[ineen: of minine c01.1panies anu for the h:Pf"j" onal r.:n..i.nc
::;upervisions, In spite of the~;e, the rerulation wruc in
force for 5 years.
The issue II from 1969 can be ree;arded also as a detaite~
rer:ulation but it was shorter; e.g. reeulationc relate;i to
the planninc an·.: realization of measures in case of wat.er
inrush are civen in the an~ndix.
Tr•e isf1ue III from 1975 of chapter XIII of AB!JSz
Research In!'titute /BKI/ took part intem;ively ir. the pre. paration of this issue III.
Lining vms defined to be under water hazard if the specific thickness of the protective layer between minine space
and the aquifer is less than a given value. In case of a
karstic aquifer the necessary thickness of the protective
layer is prescribed,
Thouteh figures, or lir.1i t nu1-r.bers were deten1ined by syste::latic data procesAinc and scientific analysis, some
experts claim that related regulations strive to "perfect
safety". AE a result, an unjustified great munber of mine'
are consiriered to be under water hazard, when prescribP.o
water control measures must be taken.
This regulation aims at the maximam protection of miners'
life. Naturally, developnent possibility of the water control system is an economic question after all which is not
officially regulated.
The evaluation of the three earlier issues of water contro)
regulations shows tha~in spite of thar shortcomings, they
have served the requirements of life protection in a useful way. Durine; the last 15 years mines have .been left
flooded due to excessive inflow or economic reasons /5
mines in Dorog, 2 mines in Te.tabanya/, but fortunately
total accident due to water inrushes has occurred only
.
once /Gyongyos mine/ when related regulations were strone;ly
violated.
The last regulation differs from the earlier two issues
also in some principles such as the sizing of the safety
pillar for water control, the definition of water hazard,
the capacity determination ofwater control systems for
mines under water hazard,
·
The reaJization of this regulation has required greater
expertise from those responsible for water control activity in the mine anil the MSB as well.

Al5
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TLe ~;at:ionrt~ r·~c-r..ninr ~or..n:i!~~-ior, '... &ci(1~·.:. in l,17i.. to fl<~ler
\'!.f'e : c.fet"' l'e(Ul::ttiom 1r. or:icr to increHP.<' econornir ef,.iri(·nn· of inve~'tt<~ent~. All thoPe 1te:n ttiUBt be cea!:'ed
or ·r:cHiiJ-·ie..l, vd.ose lack. d ·'t2f" not t... ecreCJ.~·f' ·.vorY.in£ Shfet:r.
Arcorriine to that central princi p·i e, ~tinini: companies have
!"roposeri the anendrr-.ent of r-ome 21 in;ues in chapter ;(!II,

l'he d eve l onment of thc> pl annerj new re{'UJ ati on'' s tr.rter: P. t
t.NO n:acef' '/t~B anri tire hur;rarian ';ouc r.:ininr Truf t i\.C-ZTj

A f'i r~· t v0rr ion of tne new rerulati 3n~ w.~r. pre pare~~ in I ·y:·-·
by ;.:.JzT, TllOlll.,it tl.is text seemed to be too eenera', the
Jefini tion riven for econor1ir nropertv nrotcction wac a
novelty. In fcr.t, only thir can be ;'o1loweri in w&t.er r.ont.rn: t.ocether with th~· maY.i~.nun life m·atf>rtion re';~li!'er··ent.
It. ';;;r•me.:: Rho 'l"Pful thRt trH ·.!raft r!'lc:J1f!te•J &rH•n<'nnE>d
il:irte!'l ll.nd rP<:uir~>d th~ com·tr·uction of a w1:1~er· <"ontrul nr.'"ntti?.atinn tr·e". A<"r'ordinr to thifl ·ir·nft, r···~ n(>m:ihi; L ty
,., I' til<'!'!! wvrvinr ·.:tr~<"'t 1 :; on thr dP• LCn Wlc: n•wrnti:m pf'
... ·:t.~"r' cor:trt>l ''•'hl~d clr•rrr•ar.e. ln t>trn, fllltlinri t~· .. n 1 r'•·•PM:r ii:t1J t.v of t .. cttnil'nl rrrrut.•r •iir·••<·t.orF ''~' t.hl :::lrJnr
~'IH"ll1il"t i~tlll1•' U'Hllf'll:'P 1 nWI"'iy hv:
- '111'11 i i 1 .. ,d.iot: o!' ~.J:J!'F lln'1"'r' wP.t.Pr tta:''JT'.;
- •:f'tPr:dnUtHlr Of (f•Oh,V8roiOI'irn1 ol•rerVHtion f:f'tJV~'j
:ni tial 1 n~·utl•Jn ani 1 F'twtr. of preJ llcinary l ·: inp
- ,,·;tt>r ·;:m~ro~ riLart.;
- nlief and modification of water control pi clars;
- location and mode of drainaee drillinc~;
-capacity of the water control ~·tation;
- warninc Py~tem.

AlFo, the draft plannea to increase ~:::;B tasks relatf':i to
permission and approval con10iJerably, but partly unreaeonab1y.
BKI, in its dicuesion, <''ll'ported the necessity of an inC.enenrlent water control exoert for a mine. This rer::c.:unendation can be arreerl if the resnonsibi1
i ty
of the technica~
.
'
chief of the mine will not be decreased.
~

Tr1P <i.raft re£U1ation nroro~:e·.~ by ~i3B incJ wie~ cletaileC: ir:f.tructions how to control unex:>ecteU: events, mo10tly !'ror.,
life protection aspP.ct~·, anti ~::eneral ideas referrinr: to
lone-ranee problems /mixed reeulation/.

A codification conrnittee developed a modified text by c'onsic:ering:
- usPfu1 elernentf of the l•:::>zT pl·opo<.i tion,
1llnencit:1ent propoPi.Lirms of the :nininr comnanie~·,
the r.:3B practicP and exreriencefl on cxemntioM,
ciif"CU!'Pion O'·Aterial of flJII water controJ sectior••
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Since the regulation in force had been prepared, futher
information on karstic aquifers and protective layers has
been gained. As a consequence, n~~erical data and calculation methods are often absolate. As and example, inrush
flow c n be given as related to the aquifer, protective
layer and control method. Also, the simultaneous total
flow can be calculated and, thus, pumping stations and
water conveyance systems can be sized more reliably than
before. As a consequence, instead of detailed regulation
of capacity calculation of the pumping stations, i t is
suffice to mention that the pumping station be capable
of pumping the expected discharge.
There are no operational experiences on the reliability
of grouted protective layers. As a result, even in case
of grouting the possibility of inrush occurence should be
assumed, and the water conveyance system should be sized
to as high as in the no-grouting case. This assumption
l-eads evidently to overdesign, but as long as sufficient
experienpes are not available the capacity reduction cannot be determined.
Further hydrological investigation is necessary in deeper
deposits such as the ore in Recsk and Mecsek.
As special problems are mentioned the blow-out of gas
traps and the hot water inrushes leading possibly to accidents. Protection measures are e.g. the jet-breaker
shield, and the fixation of drilling equipment.

In our present level of knOwledge, the amount of water in-

rushes can be predicted and the control can be timely designed, thus severe disturbances of operation can be eliminated. Necessary preconditions are the proper information
on natural conditions, and a water control plan throughout
the whole mining period.
Regulation would not fix the control system, the sizing
of its elements and detailed construction technology but
prescribe quantitative and qualitative requirements the
various system elements must satisfy. Greatest care should
be devoted to the safety and health protection of miners.
New water control methods, such as instantan protection,
preventive grouting and the combinations thereof are being
applied in the majority of new mines. Details of hazard
stemming from these methode are not known yet.
Deeper de})9eite/such as in Recek, Nagyegyhua, Many and
Lenceehegi{under water hazard poses extra problem due to
the greater piezometric head of inrushes. Special care is
to be taken there for the accomplishment of preliminary
drilling&.
127
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In the framework of the eocene program, a number of new
shafts, exploring mine openings, sloping shafts crosses
various aqukfers, Hydraulic failure and quick-sand inrushes
should be taken care.
Delineation of the water control pillar and the sizing
procedure of the water control dam should be standardized.
Instead of the present detailed regulation, it would be
more appropriate to state as followsa the candidate surface area of a new mine should be explored by borings in
such a degree that the grade of water hazard could be estimated with the necessary accuracy, and an economic and
eafe control system could be designed,
It is suggested to include the following new points in the
modified regulation:
- The water authority will advise on the design surface
water flood.
- The water control expert should be a mining, geological
or water control er~ineer with at least 3 year practice
in a mine under water hazard.
- It is the task of the deputy technical director of the
mining company to qualify new and existing mines according
to water hazard, to determine the number of borings necessar/ for the safe and economic design of water control,
and to determine the capacity of the water control system.
- The mining company should supervise
- after the modified regulation is in force - the grade
of water hazard for the different mines, and
- to supervise the capacity of water control systems,
and decide on the economic and safe development.
- The necessary capacity expansion of water control systems should be completed after 2 years from the issue of
the modification.
Construction of standards
National standards /MSz/ are issued by the Hungarian
Standardization Office directing and supervising the way
how branch standards obligatory in various industries are
pt•epared,

A relative new area of standardization ref'lr:s to the
equipment, sampling , measurement and calculation methods
ueed to labour safety. There is an endevour that tech-~cal
regulati-ons, permitted values connected to labour protection be determined by the help of national /or branch/
standards,
According to these principles, USB developed in 1979 con-

<Ii. tiona of preparing mining labour protection standards.
' ·: [!

4/,0
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As a result, instead of the 7 appendices of the present
regulation 2 mining standards will be issued:
- spacing, sizing and construction of water control dams
/iSz-14 01033/,
- delineation and sizing of water control pillars
/MSz-14 01034/

There are some inportant features of these standards.
MSz-14 01033 considers the sizing of water control dams
which can be built in circular roadways. This calculation
can be accomplished by simple calculators available in
mining offices. However, it is also possible to size water-control dams to be built in other cross-section by
the help of computers.
It is permitted to use not only compacted concrete but
also shot-concrete or contact-concrete for levelling out.
In addition to cement grouting, bentonite grouting or a
special grouting procedure after a soviet licence can be
used.

The explosion activity in connection with the dam construction has not been justified to be included in a
standard.
MSz-14 01034 prescribes that the water-control pillar
can be delineated only in such rocks which can satisfy
its duty in given thickness in the long-run.
If conditions of the water control pillar are satisfied
but requirements of llliiXi.Dr..l!ll life protection and economic
property protection can be attained by other methode, it
is a decision problem whether to appll water-control pillars /see mines of the eocene progr&ml.
'fhe draft standard calls for special expertise of delineating water-control pillars in some more complicated cases, suoh as the sizing for seepage flow or limited inrushes.
In the appendix, useful advicee are given to practical
users on how to construct the map of specific protective
layer thickness pertaining to the design seepage path,
and how to size water control pillars.

'fhe technical cOIIIIIIi ttee judged the proposed. standard
as up-to-date in principles. It will .be necessary to modify some parte along the following lines 1
- the sealing effect of the clay protective layer depends
on stress conditions; this was not considered in the original draft.
129
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- Equivalent coefficients of day protective layers can
be directly measured and not only taken from the given
tables.
-Non-fissured sandstone or marl is quite stable rock.
Equivalent coefficients of resp. 0,4 and 0,8 are too low
for such rocks.
Experiences of official invetigations related to severe
operational disturbances
ML considers emergency situations when in spite of preventive measures, operational disturbance or accident
happens. Such items are: the requirements of preparing
emergency relief plans and information therefrom for
those interested, organization and operation of mine relief service.
KSB investigates causes of severe disturbances of opera-

tion or accidents, personal responsibility and takes the
necessary technical or other measures.

There are some experiences of operational disturbances
and accidents due to water inrushes from the last five
years.
The Slirisap XIX-XX: mine had to be given up on 20 January.
1976 as an effect of 80 ri/min inflow and 56 ri/min pumping.
Mining capacity of 300 x 1oJ t/year has been lost since
endevours have not succeeded in to reopen the mine.
In mine ni of the 'l'atablblya Coal Mining Company an in-

rush of 11 a'/min accurred from the overlying rock on September 25, 1976.
Investigation showed that longwall
mini~ drained the stored water in the overlying limestone.
In the Kmlyaa mine, a quick-eand inrush of 3 rl/min occurred
in 1976. Investigation showed that the piezometric head
was higher than 100 m in the overlying rock I, and the
protective layer was missing in parts or narrower than
0, 6 m. Areal protection, that is safe't7 against seepage
ie lese than 0,1 m/at. As a consequence, fiSB ordered to
perform piezometric head relief in the overlying aquifer
of the southern mine I.

In 1977, only one water-related disturbance of operation
occurred in coal mining causing 10 day production stop of
one longwall mining systeu. However, in 1978 the following
six disturbances of operation were caused by water inrushes.
- In mine XV/b, 'l'atablinya a 58 a'/min inrush caused mine
nooding.
- In the Csordakut mine, 'l'atablinJa the longwall mining
system had to be evacuated due to a karstic water inrush.
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- In the flooded /in 1976/ Dorog mine XIX-XX, the restoration efforts proved to be unsuccessful and were stopped.
Karstic water hazard has considerably increased in the
Dorog coalfield.
- On May 15, an inrush occurred in the Borsod Szeles mine
and the production was stopped until let August.
- In the N6gr&d K8ny8s mine, the pressured air section
had to be evacuated, due to the inflow of metan connected
nth water.
- In the Recek mining exploring work, inrush of water,
sulphur and co 2 occurred, hindering the above activity.
In 1979 the situation was more poative, since only three
inrushes of lese importance happened. Nonchalant working
caused a severe disturbance of operation and the lack of
observing safety regulations led to the loss of one life.
Some data on the 1979 ewnts are as follows:
- In the Hunyadi mine of the Koz~pdun&ntuli Coalmining
Company, a water inrush occurred from the ove~l7ing eocene
limestone. Sediment carried by the flow of 4 J/min silted
the transportation equipment. As a consequence of sediment
depoei t in one part of the roadway, the airflow stopped
and the operation of the longwall mining system was provisionally also stopped.
- In the Gyongyosoroezi mine of the National Ore Mines, an
unexpected inrush from an uncontrollable mine openings
caused one death. This casualty could have been avoided
if working had been more carefully effected, and safety
regulations had been observed.
- In the Recek region of BAV, one of the outlets of the
mine became impoiesable.

- A smaller inrush happened at the mine XV/c,
in September, 1979.

Tatab~a

In 1980, no water inrush to be reported occurred. It is no
doubt that water rel~ted safety of mining has been improved
during the last five years. However, the decrease of unexpected inrushes is attributed also to the fact, that
mines under the greatest water hazard /Dorog/ are not in
operation due to earlier mine floodings.

Experiences of supervision of mine safety regulations
IISB has the right to supervise regularly how safety regulations are observed in mines. This task is performed mostly by the district offices of IISB, Experiences of these
supervisions show that existing mines generally have the
pumping capacity necessary for life protection and economic water control, and equipment required for water control
safety.
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Water control pillars have been delineated according to
geologic conditions.
Drainage of over-and underlying aquifers for piezometric
head reduction has been successful in the coalfields of
Borsod, Kozepdunantul and Salgotarjan.
The great number of water-control predrillings protect
life from unexpected inrushes. Research and development
has been going on to attain the necessary safety of water
control for mines in the eocene program.
It has been a problem that the actual capacity of pumps
in mines has gradually been decreased, due to large-scale
wear-out.
It is and important task to supply mines with drilling
equipment applicable to underground work. There is a scarcity in drilling equipment for predrilling and drainage,
there is no choice since national production stopped and
import is slow. The situation has been worse from year to
year.
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Table 1.

Karstic water Porous water Fissure water Total

,Jp

f.

,Jp

f.

·l

llf p

f.

.JJp

.f.

1960

171

100

92

98

12

100

275

100

1970

486

50

121

65

18

100

625

54

1975

602

30

150

40

18

100

770

34

1985.

650

15

150

25

25

100

825

19

If./

•• the ratio of water drained by roadways and facings
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